
CROSSBODY BAG
or WALLET

Cute practical woven Crossbody Bag or Wallet 
Great for anytime you need both hands to shop!

Also, great for traveling - the Wallet easily fits your cellphone 
The Bag is perfectly sized for an iPad mini or Kindle

WEAVING STRIPS         BAG           WALLET
Cut weaving strips 2½” x 42/44” or the full width of fabric. They will be cut 
into smaller lengths after fusing and sewing. Lengthwise or long strips will run 
up and down; while width wise or short strips will run horizontally across the 
bag or wallet.

For the lengthwise strips, cut or select  7 strips* (¾ yd)    3 strips (¼ yd)
For the width-wise strips, cut or select  7 strips (¾ yd)    3 strips (¼ yd)

COORDINATING FABRIC  
Cut binding and handle strips 2½” x 42/44” or the full width of fabric (WOF) 
Binding            2 strips  1 strip
Handles*    2 strips  None
Lining/Pockets    ½ yard  ¼ yard

(*Note: on the BAG only, the handles are woven and sewn to the back of the bag. 
Consider cutting one of the lengthwise weaving strips and the two handle strips 
from the same fabric, so that the handle and weaving strip will appear to be one 
long strip.)
 

INTERFACING 45” wide  1¼ yards ¾ yard
Use a single-sided very thin fusible fleece like Bosal WS426 or Pellon’s 987F 

MAGNETIC SEW IN BUTTONS 2 to 4 buttons for bag or wallet

OPTIONAL EMBELLISHMENTS
Bows (2½” x 8” strips)   2 strips  2 strips
1” Buttons  (various sizes if nested) 2 to 4 buttons for bag or wallet

Other Supplies and Tools: Matching or coordinating cotton thread, 
sewing machine, sewing machine needles - Microtex  90/14. Iron, Dritz 
Thermal Thimbles, scissors (both large and small), 
red and green Clover Wonder Clips or pins, rotary 
mat, rotary cutter, acrylic rulers, chalk, seam rip-
per, hand sewing needles.
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